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The position of force in football world has changed a lot for the last 10 years (the appearance of China and MLS in the global field, the relative decline of Serie A, etc), consequently, it becomes more and more important to invent a tool to compare different leagues across time. The current availability of data together with the increased intensity of transfers provide more opportunities for such research than ever before. Such research has several practical applications. First of all, it helps to understand the general flaw of power and resource in the modern football, which may be very useful for potential long-term investors that may better understand the changing environment. Moreover, it shows similar leagues in terms of average attractiveness for players (without the description of main influencing factors), which may be very helpful for players that make a transfer choice. Furthermore, several analytical packages now provide statistical data on almost all players in the world. However, comparison of players made solely on the comparison of these numbers is not always a good idea because football is a collective game and, thus, statistical data does not only depend on the talent and motivation of a player but also on the same characteristics of his opponent. Thus, the introduced ranking will at least partially solve the problem and will include comparisons across leagues into the pricing model. Also, such ranking may help both spectators and mass media to choose what to watch and what to show. For advertisement companies it may also be important both currently and strategically (as it does not simply show the current situation, but might be also used for the projection). Lastly, it provides several valid and reliable methods for the analysis of sportive leagues as elements of graph and, thus, applying main methods of graph theory to both classification of leagues and understanding of idiosyncratic cluster effects. The second section of the paper is devoted to the analysis of the existing attempts and methods to resolve the stated classification problem. The third section describes two possibilities (*number-preference* and *fee-preference*) of pair-
wise comparisons across leagues based solely on the information set of transfers between the two compared leagues. This methods are good in terms of IIA \footnote{Independence of irrelevant alternatives} but both of them cannot solve the problems with transitivity of preferences across leagues. The fourth section solves this problem by the use of three standard graph metrics (PageRank, closeness centrality, betweenness centrality) and introduction of a new metric that unites in it the betweeness of the node and the "directness" of the node in terms of the weight of the incoming transfers in the total market value of all transfers corresponding to that league. The fifth section focuses on the various weights that can be given to the calculated parameters and, consequently, to the properties of the obtained ranking.

1 Related Work

Several recent papers use network approach to study football transfer markets.

Lee et al. \cite{6} considers transfers among the clubs from the English Premier League, the Bundesliga and Italian Serie A in the transfer window of summer 2014. This article assigns weights to these transfers based on the number of web search results corresponding to the involved players. The validity of this approach is later proved by the existence of positive correlation between the defined weights and the transfer fees. The authors also investigate topological characteristics of the network and find that the network follows a randomly-mixed pattern of transfers, i.e., inter-league transfers doesn’t dominate intra-league ones and vice versa.

Liu et al. \cite{7} use the dataset of player transfers among nearly 400 clubs from 24 leagues from 2010 to 2015 to explore the relationship between different network properties and the clubs’ strategy and behaviour in the global transfer market. The authors classify leagues according to the relationship between match performance and transfer profitability of the participating clubs and study correlations between club network characteristics in different team categories.

Naidenova and Parshakov \cite{8} create a transfer network with vertices corresponding to European football clubs and combine vertex features with team attributes from FIFA football game in order to build a linear model for predicting clubs’ average points per match. The overall goal of the paper is very different from the one used here, but the metric (node centrality) is the same.
2 Methods

The six different types of rankings are provided:

1. **Number-preference** We say that League A is *number-preferred* to League B during the period $T$ if the number of transfers from League B to League A exceeds the number of transfers per team from League A to League B during the period $T$. This method does not depend on the measurement error of the actual transfer fee of the individual.

2. **Fee-preference** We say that League A is *fee-preferred* to League B during the period $T$ if the total market fee of transfers (measured by Transfermarkt.de) from League B to League A exceeds the total market fee of transfers (measured by Transfermarkt.de) from League A to League B during the period $T$. This method weights transfers in terms of importance by using transfer-fee as a proxy.

3. **Normalized PageRank** The idea is taken from the standard Google PageRank, in which links were substituted by transfers. 

$$P_{\sigma_i} = \frac{\text{PageRank}_{\sigma_i}}{\text{AvgClubs}},$$

where $\text{AvgClubs}$ is the average number of clubs in a league for the 2010-2016 period.

4. **The betweenness centrality** of a node (league) here is calculated as follows:

$$C_v = \sum_{s \neq v \neq t} \frac{\sigma_s t(v)}{\sigma_s t}$$

5. **The closeness centrality** is in some sense the average distance between the point and all other points in the graph. In this article we calculate it in a traditional manner as:

$$BC_j = \frac{N}{\sum_{i=1}^{N} N_{d_{ij}}}$$

6. As far as the graph theory suggests several methods of evaluation the most important node or vertices, all such methods do not take into account the binary relation between the leagues. The method provided in this section unites the two approaches into one. Here is the formula for the method:
\[ R_i = BW_i \times \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{n} fee_j \times 1(v_i = 1)}{\sum_{j=1}^{n} fee_j} \]

where, \( BW_i \) is the betweenness centrality of the country node in the undirected graph, \( fee_j \) is the fee of a transfer, \( v_i \) is a boolean function that is equal to 1 for the transfers to the country and 0 otherwise.

### 3 Conclusions

This article has several important results:

1. It is impossible to construct a complete and transitive binary relations and, consequently, ranking using only transfers between the pairs of leagues (informational parsimony) due to the high share of intransitive triples, some of which survive even under strict filters.

2. Three different parameters of leagues (nodes) were calculated and may be later used as a proxy of the attractiveness of a league by players. Unless, we cannot state yet that these ratings perfectly deal with the general attractiveness of a league, all of them (or even some linear combination of them) can be used as an instrumental variable to struggle with endogeneity of regressors from the overall attractiveness of a league by players.

3. Four versions of Borda count ranking were derived from the parameters of nodes, all of which may be used as an attempt to rank leagues by their attractiveness depending on a researchers understanding of attractiveness.

4. A directed transfer network for the 28 major leagues was calculated, which may be extremely useful to both agents and players.

5. The negative sample rank Spearman correlation of a Normalized PageRank of a league with its centrality is discovered, which is a striking feature and should be explained via some model.
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